Deoxyxanthosine (dX) is classified as an oxidized nucleoside, and is believed to be produced in cellular DNA via oxidative deamination of dG. Because dX has some potential to pair with all four natural bases, it has been explored for its utility as a universal base (1). In the mid-1990s, the base-pairing affinity of dX for 2,4-diaminopyrimidine (py(DAD)), as well as the ability of several DNA polymerases to incorporate py(DAD) opposite dX, was studied in order to explore the potential of using the dX:py(DAD) non-standard base pair to expand the genetic alphabet (2). The authors of that study found that DNA polymerase incorporated py(DAD) opposite dX with high efficiency that was pH-independent.

Because dX is an oxidized nucleoside, there is also considerable interest in using it in studies of oxidative DNA damage and associated repair mechanisms. In particular, because nitric oxide (NO) is known to react with guanine to produce xanthine (X), dX-modified oligonucleotides have been used to study the biochemical role of X in NO-mediated mutagenesis (3). dX can potentially pair with C (leading to no mutation) and mispair with T (leading to G-to-A transitions). As a single-base lesion, dX is preferentially removed by the base excision repair (BER) mechanism when it is paired opposite C, and the native guanine base restored.
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